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Executive Summary 
On January 10, 2012, the Lincoln Board of Education voted to select Continuum Partners as the 

developer to potentially purchase excess ground for retail development next to a new Lincoln Public 

Schools District Office building at 59
th

 & O Street.  After selection of the Continuum Proposal over 

three other developers’ proposals, questions began immediately—was the Continuum Proposal the 

“best” proposal?  Or were any of the other offers better deals? Some local developers began publicly 

stating LPS was selling its excess retail land for too little based upon other recent sales along the O 

Street corridor.   

A Lincoln Journal Star editorial (February 16, 2012) repeated these questions and concerns.  The 

newspaper reported that there is a considerable disparity between the Continuum Propsoal and the recent 

comparable sales along the O Street corridor.  Concerns grew and public expressions strongly suggested 

that LPS was “leaving money on the table” and “not maximizing taxpayer interest.” 

 

The purpose of this report is to anaylze whether LPS is practicing good stewardship and making wise 

descisions regarding the redevelopment of the 59
th

 & O Street site.  

The LPS District Office building and its contents were destroyed by fire on May 30, 2011.  Losing the 

District Office triggered a series of complicated decisions.  First, LPS had to scramble to find temporary 

administrative space to base its operations while it formalized its plans for a permanent headquarters 

facility.  This tempoary space is costing approximately $100,000 a month in rent.  Fortunately, LPS’s 

fire insurance policy covers this temporary monthly rent expense.  However, late next summer, LPS will 

have exhausted this portion of its fire insurance proceeds.  LPS will either need to be in its permanent 

new headquarters or begin using taxpayer funds to pay the $100,000 monthly temporary rent.   

After carefully looking at all the community’s suggested headquarter sites, the Board narrowed the 

choices down to four sites, and then later selected the option to rebuild its headquarters back at the site 

where the former one story building burnt to the ground.  Instead of using the entire 7.21 acre site, LPS 

officials favored a three story new building that could free up two or three acres that could be sold for 

redevelopment as part of a planned mixed-use center.  The sales procceeds from the sale of the excess 

acres could then be used to help fray the cost of the new LPS headquarters facility.  The new 

development located on the sold tract could then be put back onto the tax rolls.   

Next, LPS was next faced with finding a buyer for the 2-3 excess acres who could timely work together 

with LPS in implementing the new mixed-use project.  This meant that the proposed project would have 

to be expeditiously designed, rezoned, and site work completed by this summer.  Otherwise, failure to 

begin construction this summer would mean that the new District Office would not be completed on or 

before the expiration of the fire insurance proceeds for the temporary rent. 

Normally, it would take 3 to 24 months to market the excess tract to help ensure that LPS receives a 

high Market Value price.  LPS’s timeline could not accommodate a “normal marketing period” for the 

excess land.  Instead, LPS made the strategic decision to seek Request for Proposals from interested 

buyers for a month.   
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LPS officials believed the acclerated Request for Proposal process would be a wise trade-off to forego 

the normal marketing period in order to have the District Office building completed on time.  

Accelerating the marketing period might lead to a lower sale price for the excess land, but this potential 

sacrifice would be more than made up by the savings incurred when LPS and the new buyer jointly plan, 

design, and fund site work together, and complete the District Office building on time—thus, avoiding 

the potential $100,000 a month expense for temporary space after the expiration of the fire insurance 

proceeds.   

The Request for Proposal process generated four responders.  In addition, LPS received three other 

unsolicted proposals after the fire.  In comparision, the Continuum Proposal did not have the highest 

total purchase price, highest unimproved land value per square feet, nor the highest buidiable square foot 

value.  However, the Continuum Proposal was competitive and had other important attributes--such as 

quality design, compatible land uses, opens space enhancements, and site work savings--that caused the 

Board of Education to conclude that Continuum was the best fit.   

 

Subsequently, LPS officials have negotiated the basic economic terms with Continuum Partners which 

show Continuum paying LPS $3,180,000 for a pad ready site, parking improvements and site 

enhancements.  However, the question remains:  Is Continuum paying a fair price under the terms of the 

legal documents?  The answer is yes. 

Prior to selecting Continuum, LPS hired Great Plains Apprasial, Inc (“GP”) to conduct an apprasial of 

the entire 7.21 acre tract and the potential sale of the northeast 2.07 acres of the site.  After studying the 

appraisal values and assumptions with GP, it became apparent that the original appraisal was completed 

prior to the Board of Education’s strategic RFP decision.  LPS’s shorter marketing timeframe, the 

proposed traffic circulation over the Continuum Tract and proposed land use restrictions on the use of 

the Continuum Tract, were new information and not contained in the GP apprasial.  Based upon 

consultation with GP, this new new information suggested different value adjustments.  The projected 

excess land square foot value was reduced to $18.50.  This adjusted value compares favorably to the 

Continuum Proposal of $20.08 per square foot.  Based upon the new assumptions and value calculations, 

the Continuum Proposal is $182,325 higher that the adjusted value. 

Next, the Continuum Tract’s share of the general site work was reviewed and modeled in this report 

based upon four different formulas.  In turn, the agreed upon general site work cost that Coninuum is 

paying LPS under the legal documents is $81,934 less than the model’s projection.  Similiarly, the 

Continuum Tract’s share of parking improvments was modeled.  The agreed upon general site work 

figure Coninuum is paying LPS under the legal documents is $104,860 less than the model’s projected 

cost. 

Collectively, Contiuum’s advantage of paying $186,794 less than the model for general site work and 

parking improvments is offset by LPS’s advantage of Continum paying $182,325 more than the GP 

adjusted unimproved land apprasised value.  In totality, the small net difference ($4,469) suggests that 

Continuum is paying LPS a fair price.  
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There are other additional benefits and savings that transpire to the LPS District Office site from the 

Continuum Proposal.  Implementing LPS’s general site work, paving, and other improvements together 

with Continuum’s work, means there are efficiencies and economy of scale savings.  For example, GP 

notes that there could be a 5% to 10% savings by having one general contractor perform both LPS’s and 

Continuum’s site work.  This would translate into a $75,000 savings to LPS.  Continuum’s quality 

design and extra site enhancements abutting the LPS District Office site are projected to contribute 

$297,000 of extra value to the LPS tract.  In addition, the implementation of the Continuum Proposal 

saves LPS from having to pay a projected $116,000 real estate commission on the sale of the excess 

land.   

Perhaps the biggest potential savings is that LPS avoids spending its own funds for temporary lease 

space after its fire insurance proceeds expire.  If LPS and Continuum are successful at transferring title 

and LPS can begin construction of its new District Office building this spring, then LPS removes the 

risk of having to possibly pay $300,000 to $2,400,000 of potential temporary space rent after its 

insurance proceeds lapse while it remarkets the excess land to another party under the normal 3 to 24 

month marketing period. 

 

Finally, the claims of interested developers and the media --that LPS may be selling to Continuum for 

“too little”--are reviewed.  These claims center on Continuum’s offer being too low based upon the 

“buildable square foot” values of other O Street corridor sales.  This report concludes that comparing 

“buildable square foot” values produces an “apples to oranges” comparison of values.  Instead, 

comparing “land square foot” values is a better “apples to apples” comparison of different land uses, 

zoning, parking, floor-to-area coverage, and open space requirements.  Based upon a “land square foot” 

comparison, the Continuum Proposal is favorable or very much in line with recent sales involving 

Natural Grocers, Hy-Vee, and the recent subdivided sales from the former Villager properties located 

along the O Street corridor. 

Given LPS’s multitude of goals, LPS did not “leave money on the table” by working under the Request 

For Proposal framework and selecting the Continuum Proposal.  Instead, LPS officials are good 

stewards of the public property at 59
th

 & O Street—and in return, LPS and the community are receiving 

the benefits of a quality mixed-use project. 
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1. Need for a Permanent District Office Solution 

The Fire 

 

Lincoln Journal Star 

On May 30, 2011, the Lincoln Public Schools’ District Office was destroyed by fire.  The 100,165 

square foot building was a total loss at an estimated replacement value of over $16 million to the 

building and over $7 million to the contents.   

 

KingMobile Audio You Tube 
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Two Temporary Relocation Sites 

 

LPS officials relocated administrative operations to two temporary sites: 

 The City-owned former Experian building, 949 W. Bond Street, at a cost of $555,312 a year or 

$46,276 per month, and 

 Celerion building, 3801 S. 14
th

 Street, at a cost of $629,940 a year or $52,495 per month. 
 

Collectively, the two temporary sites’ rent total $1,185,252 per year or $98,770 per month. 

 

Insurance Proceeds 

LPS insured the former District Office against fire.  LPS is insured against its building and content 

losses, as well as compensated for the approximate $100,000 monthly rental of temporary space until 

late summer of 2013.  This timeframe would hopefully allow time to find a new permanent district 

office site and, if necessary, build a new building.  In the event LPS does not find its new permanent 

home by the summer of 2013, then the insurance company’s responsibilities to fund the approximate 

$100,000 per month rent would cease and LPS would have to begin using its own funds.  The 

termination of the insurance company’s rental payment reimbursements were identified by the Lincoln 

Board of Education as a major economic reason for LPS’s goal of finding a new permanent home by the 

summer of 2013. 
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Post-Fire Responses 

After the fire, interested parties began contacting LPS about acquiring the 7.21 acre site.  LPS received 

two unsolicited written proposals ranging from an estimated $13.00 to $15.18 per square foot for land 

and general site work to get the site “pad ready”. See Appendix, page 30 and 35. 

Where to Rebuild? 

Immediately after the fire, the key decision was where to rebuild the LPS District Office.  Should LPS 

rebuild at 5901 O Street—the former building site that was burnt to the ground?  Or could school 

officials, with the community’s input, identify a “better” District Office site?  After receiving many 

building site suggestions from the community, the Lincoln Board of Education narrowed the choices 

down to the former fire-destroyed district office site at 59
th

 and O Street and three other alternative sites. 

The sites were publicly identified and further studied and input occurred regarding their positive and 

negative attributes.   

 

After much community dialogue, the Lincoln Board of Education decided on a 4-3 vote to rebuild its 

district office back at 5901 O Street—the former one story building site that was burnt to the ground.  

But this time around, the Board elected to explore a multi-story district office building strategy, which 

would free up some of the 7.21 acre site.  An appraisal by Great Plains Appraisal, Inc. confirmed that 

the northeast corner of the site is the most valuable portion to resell.  The multi-story building strategy 

could permit a sale of the eastern portion of the site which would allow reinvestment of the sale 
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proceeds to reduce the cost of the new District Office and put a portion of the site back on the tax rolls. 

The challenge became how to identify an appropriate use(s) for the east portion of the site, receive a 

high value price, and have the general site work (access, grading, parking, building locations, etc.) be 

optimized and well planned, while still meeting the timeframe to locate and rebuild the new District 

Office building before the fire insurance rent reimbursement expired.   

LPS studied the various land disposal techniques, but only one land disposal process—Request for 

Proposal--was identified that could possibly meet LPS’s multiple goals and needs for site optimization 

and still meet the building construction timeframe to attempt to save LPS approximately $100,000 per 

month in rental fees. 

Request for Proposals 

LPS sought ideas and specific written proposals for approximately one month from interested parties 

about how the 59
th

 and O Street site could meet the multitude of LPS’s goals, including a fast design and 

construction timeframe.  The comprehensive LPS Request for Proposal described LPS’s goals and 

included specific due diligence information, timeframe and a copy of the land appraisal. Four 

responders provided proposals to LPS.   

 WRK L.L.C. 

 Rare Hospitality Management, Inc. 

 Realty Trust Group 

 Continuum Partners, LLC 

After interviewing all four candidates and careful deliberation, the Lincoln Board of Education’s 

Planning Committee recommended the Continuum Partners’ proposal as the best fit for both LPS as 

well as the community.  In turn, the Board of Education approved the Continuum recommendation on a 

6-0 vote with one abstention.  Highlights of the Continuum Partners’ proposal includes: 

 Locate the LPS headquarters building on the northwest corner 

 30,000 square foot grocery store on the northeast corner 

 12,000 gross square feet (3-5 bay) of retail spaces and pedestrian plaza in between 

 Parking on the south side of the LPS headquarters, grocery store and retail spaces 

Post-RFP Response 

After the selection of Continuum Partners as the LPS developer of record, LPS received two unsolicited 

written proposals from MJM Development & Management Inc. (Kimberly and Mike Marsh).  MJM 

Development & Management Inc. offered to acquire an apparent “pad ready” site (three ± acres) for a 

grocery-anchored center site.  Assuming three (3) acres, the higher MJM proposal would be 

approximately $22.96 per square foot, which is less than Continuum Partners’ proposal of $23.55 per 

square foot.  See Appendix, page 35. 
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2. Was Continuum Partners the Best Proposal? 

“Best” is a relative term that can be measured based upon objective and subjective criteria.  Below, is a 

chart that attempts to measure and compare some of the key objective factors between the two written 

“Post-Fire Responses” and the four responders to LPS’s Request for Proposals.   

   

   

WRK’s three proposals sought the largest site (3.17 acres) which generated the highest proposal 

purchase price ($2,851,239).  Rare Hospitality’s proposal had the smallest site (1.61 acres), highest pad-

ready land price per square feet ($24.24), and the highest buildable square foot cost ($272).  Buildable 

square foot cost measures the building footprint compared to the overall parcel, but does not take into 

account parking and open space requirements for a pad ready site.   

The Continuum Proposal generated the second highest offer per acre ($1,025,394) and per square foot 

($23.55) for a pad-ready site.  In addition, the Continuum’s mixed-use, shared parking design generated 

additional LPS benefits and savings beyond Rare Hospitality’s proposal that are described below in 

Section 4, titled, Synergy:  Does a Quality Mixed-Use Project Add Future Value?  LPS’s selection of 

Continuum, was based upon an “entire package” approach—Continuum’s competitive price per 

acre/square foot, sound financial track record, quality design, amenities and building materials, and 

assurances of compatible tenants. 
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Proposed Mixed-Use PUD Site Plan 

LPS’s design team and Continuum officials have had extensive meetings to redraw the site plan to 

maximize building footprints, parking stalls, access points and driving aisle locations, while still being a 

“good neighbor” and minimizing negative impacts to the abutting Eastridge Neighborhood.  Below is 

the current draft amended PUD site plan. 

 

 

 

Further Understanding of the LPS/Continuum Legal Documents 

LPS’s administrative team and Continuum officials have been preparing a Purchase and Sale 

Agreement, along with a preliminary Site Development Agreement and a preliminary Easement 

Agreement and Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions.  These legal documents outline the proposed 

mixed-use project and each party’s responsibilities for transferring title, design, construction, and on-

going maintenance, replacement and operation of the project.  The legal documents outline Continuum’s 

payment to LPS for the land transfer, parking rights and improvements, and site enhancements, which 

are summarized below: 
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Sections 3 and 4 below will analysis whether the above components of the Continuum Partners’ 

Proposal are fair. 

 

3. Is Continuum Paying a Fair Price? 

To this point, the cost figures have often been stated as “pad-ready” costs, which generally include (i) 

unimproved land, plus (ii) general site work necessary to have the site ready to construct a building, 

parking areas and access for pedestrians and motor vehicles.  As mentioned earlier, LPS obtained an 

appraisal of its 5901 O Street site after the fire.  The appraisal was asked to value the site’s unimproved 

land value only and not model the necessary general site work to get the site ready to build. 

As shown above, Continuum will be paying $2,320,000 for 115,550 square feet (2.65 acres) for just the 

unimproved land which equates into $20.08 per square foot.  How do Continuum’s unimproved land 

costs compare to the appraisal’s unimproved land value? 

Market Value Appraisal prepared by Great Plains Appraisal, Inc. (“GP”) 

Great Plains Appraisal, Inc. (“GP”) completed a Market Value appraisal for LPS, with an effective date 

of September 29, 2011.  The complete Market Value appraisal was provided to all interested responders 

to the Request for Proposal.   

The appraisal estimated the Market Value for two unimproved tracts: the entire 5901 O Street tract (7.21 

acres) as well as a potential Northeast Tract measuring 2.07 acres. 
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The following is a summary of the appraised Market Value for the Entire Tract and the Northeast Tract: 

Appraised Market Value 

Tract Total Acres Total SF Total Valuation Per Acre Value SF Value 

Entire Tract 7.21 314,068 $6,280,000 $871,012 $20 

Northeast 

Tract 

2.07 90,107 $2,700,000 $1,304,348 $30 

Source:  Great Plains Appraisal Inc. 

When GP’s appraisal figures were reported, some real estate professionals in the community expressed 

the opinion that the appraisal figures might be too high, especially in light of the last three years of retail 

economic struggles.  On first impression, the above stated Northeast Tract’s appraised Market Value of 

$30 per square foot is substantially higher than Continuum’s proposal of $20.08 per square foot.  Is 

Continuum’s proposed $20.08 per square foot too low?  Let’s find out. 

Subarea Allocation Values 

GP estimated the Market Value for the Entire Tract at $20 a square foot and $30 a square foot for the 

Northeast Tract.  According to GP’s field notes, the Entire Tract was further broken down into six 

subareas.  The northeast quadrant had the highest estimate of $35 a square foot and the southwest 

quadrant had the lowest estimate of $10 a square foot. 

Source:  Great Plains Appraisal Inc. 
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GP estimated Market Value of $30 a square foot for the Northeast Tract can be generated by blending 

the estimated value of $35 a square foot for the northeast quadrant with the estimated value of $25 a 

square foot for a portion of the middle quadrant along O Street and $15 a square foot for portions of the 

south middle and southeast quadrants. 

 

Adjusted Appraised Fair Market Value for Continuum Tract’s Location and Size 

Continuum’s proposed 2.65 acre foot print is different than the Northeast Tract, which was appraised by 

GP.  While there are similarities in the general location of the Northeast Tract and the proposed 

Continuum Tract, the Continuum Tract is larger and contains a larger percentage of the lower value 

quadrants. 

Source:  Great Plains Appraisal Inc. 
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If GP’s quadrant values are applied to the Continuum Tract, the suggested adjusted Market Value would 

be $25 per square foot compared to the Northeast Tract appraised Market Value of $30 per square foot.  

GP reviewed the $25 per square foot value for the Continuum Tract and expressed its occurrence as to 

the valuation methodology. 

Adjusted Fair Market Value Based upon Subarea Values 

Tract Total Acres Total SF Total Valuation Per Acre Value SF Value 

Continuum 

Tract 

2.65 115,550 $2,888,750 $1,090,094 $25 

Northeast 

Tract¹ 

2.07 90,107 $2,700,000 $1,304,348 $30 

Source:  ¹ Great Plains Appraisal Inc. 

Key Appraisal Assumptions 

A Market Value appraisal assumes three key points: 

 The seller and buyer are typically motivated to consummate the sale (no one is under pressure);  

 There is a reasonable time for exposing the tracts in the open market (“Considering market 

condition, the most probable marketing period for the property as undeveloped land is estimated 

to be from three to 24 months,” page 8 of the GP appraisal); and 

 The property has no material title matters or encumbrances that could affect the value of the 

property. 
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GP based its Market Values on these three traditional assumptions.  However, these traditional Market 

Value assumptions might not be applicable or are out of date for the current vision of the Lincoln Public 

Schools’ District Office/Mixed Use redevelopment project.  GP completed its appraisal prior to LPS 

identifying the Request for Proposal process, prior to LPS receiving the responders’ offers, prior to the 

schematic design for the mixed-use site, prior to the identification of use restrictions and access 

easements, and prior to the identification of key off-site and on-site shared improvements.  These new 

and additional matters would appear to have a material impact on the redevelopment property’s value 

suggested by the responders. 

Seller Motivation:  Disposition Value—Additional Adjustment 

A Market Value appraisal assumes a seller is motivated to sell under a “normal” marketing time period.  

GP’s Market Value appraisal assumed a marketing time (time from listing to executed purchase 

agreement) of three to 24 months.  Because of the fire insurance rental payout provisions, LPS’s 

“motivated to sell” time was compressed into a one month Request for Proposal process.  In other 

words, instead of being a typical motivated seller, LPS could be viewed as a seller that is under 

“compulsion to sell” to avoid paying approximately $100,000 per month for renting temporary space.  If 

LPS did market the site under a “normal” marketing time period, LPS might achieve the desirable 

Market Value, but it could be greatly off-set in a negative way if LPS would have to pay an extra 

$300,000 (3 months) to $2,400,000 (24 months) of additional rent because of the assumed additional 

marketing period that would be required to obtain optimal Market Value, and not a discounted value, for 

the excess land. 

When a seller is under some sort of pressure to sell within an accelerated time frame, the appraisal value 

should change from “Market Value” to “Disposition Value”.  Disposition Value differs from Liquidation 

Value--Liquidation Value assumes “extreme compulsion to sell”.  Therefore, Disposition Value falls 

between Market Value (motivated to sell) and Liquidation Value (extremely motivated to sell). 

GP was asked to determine a Market Value and not a Disposition Value.  When asked to determine the 

Disposition Value of a one month Request for Proposal process and a short planning and negotiation 

period, GP advised Seacrest & Kalkowski Law Firm that there is not much available data regarding 

Disposition Value sales.  Given the small amount of available data, GP cautiously suggested that the 

Disposition Value may range from a 15% to 25% discount of the Adjusted Fair Market Value of $25 per 

square foot for the Continuum Tract.   

If GP’s mid-range discount of 20% is used, it would suggest a Disposition Value of $20 per square foot 

for the Continuum Tract which is very comparable to Continuum’s proposal of $20.08 per square foot 

for unimproved land as shown on page 12. 
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Do the Proposed Circulation Easements and Land Use Restrictions Impact Market 

Value?  

To insure land use compatibility, orderly operation and to allow reasonable access and circulation, LPS 

and Continuum have drafted the preliminary Easement Agreement and Covenants, Conditions and 

Restrictions (“Restrictions”).  The draft Site Plan and Restrictions permit LPS employees and visitors to 

cross the Continuum Tract’s fee and parking easement areas in order to enter and exit the site.  

Furthermore, the Restrictions prevent Continuum from implementing many of the permitted and 

economically viable land uses allowed by the proposed B-1 PUD zoning.  GP believes LPS’s motor 

vehicle circulation routes and Continuum’s land use restrictions would place material title matters and 

encumbrances on the Continuum Tract, which would be contrary to GP’s appraisal assumption of no 

material title matters/encumbrances.   

Given the modified appraisal assumptions, GP believes that the Restrictions could further reduce the 

Disposition Value of the Continuum Tract by 5% to 10%.  If the GP mid-range of 7.5% is used, then 

Continuum’s unimproved land value of $20.08 per square foot exceeds GP’s appraised value as adjusted 

for assumption differences of $1.58 a square foot. 
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These adjustments would suggest that Continuum’s proposed unimproved land value is $182,325 higher 

than the GP appraised value, as adjusted for (i) LPS’s accelerated “motivated to sell” time period to 

avoid the potential $100,000 per month rent payments and (ii) the Restrictions placed on the Continuum 

Tract that materially limits Continuum’s property interests.  However, this LPS advantage will be offset 

by the general site work and parking improvement modeled in the next subsections. 

 

General Site Work 
 

Hampton Enterprises estimates the general site work for the 7.21 acre mixed-use site at $746,668.  If 

design and construction manager fees and contingency are added (18%), then the total would be 

$978,048.  The negotiated legal documents indicate that Continuum will pay $401,457 for its share of 

the general site work.  Is $401,457 a fair price for Continuum’s share of general site work? 

 

Seacrest & Kalkowski Law Firm was provided a summary of Hampton Enterprises preliminary 

estimates for general site work for the Entire Tract (7.21 acres).  In turn, we modeled the categories of 

general site costs using four different allocation formulas. 

 
 

As shown above, the more detailed allocation approach calculates Continuum’s total “fair share” for 

general site work at $483,391.  This figure is $81,934 higher than the $401,457 figure outlined in the 

legal documents as Continuum’s negotated share of general site work. 
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Parking Improvements 

Hampton Enterprises estimated the costs for 466 parking stalls on the 7.21 acre site at $785,049 

(including design and construction manager fees and contingency of 18%).  The Site Plan currently 

allocates the parking between LPS and Continuum as follows. 

 

If the total parking stall costs of $785,049 were allocated based upon the above parking percentages, 

Continuum should pay $283,403 versus the negotiated amount of $178,543.   

The $182,325 LPS advantage of Continuum’s unimproved land value being higher than the GP 

appraised value as adjusted above is off-set by Continuum’s general site work and parking 

improvements allocation being $186,794 lower than the formulas stated above.  In totality, the small net 

difference ($4,469) suggests that Continuum is paying LPS a fair price. 

 

4. Synergy:  Does a Quality Mixed-Use Project Add Future 

Value to LPS District Office Tract? 

Can the design, implementation and operation of a mixed-use, public-private partnership actually protect 

both entities’ long term investment and possibly increase its Future Value?  Terms like Market Value 

can be based upon objective measurements.  Future Value is generally based upon more subjective 

criteria, such as (i) efficiencies and economies of scale of the project or (ii) the resulting neighborhood 

effect the project produces.  Being able to identify these respective forces at this early stage is far more 

important than specifically measuring the forces.  This section outlines some of the prospective major 

benefits and savings LPS should receive from the Continuum Proposal that are not reflect in the cash 

consideration Continuum will pay LPS at title transfer closing. 

Efficiencies/Economies of Scale Effect 

The Request for Proposal outlined possible shared and synergistic opportunities--design, grading, site 

preparation, construction, maintenance, operations, land use, access, and parking—to help create 

efficiencies and savings.  For example:  

 The master plan shows a very efficient layout and high “building to land” coverage.   

 The three buildings utilize the most valuable site areas and the parking is located on the less 

valued portion.  

 Instead of LPS and Continuum each constructing its own site improvements, their joint design 

and construction efforts share labor and reduce general condition costs, which equates into 

savings.  GP estimates that LPS’s savings might be 5% to 10% on the estimated general site 
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work ($494,657) and parking improvements ($503,206).  Using the mid-range point of 7.5%, this 

potential LPS savings could be $74,840. 

Neighborhood Effect 

The famous real estate quote outlines the three most important value determinants:  “location, location, 

and location.”  The redundant phrase simply identifies how important location or “neighborhood effect” 

is to value.  There is a “progression effect”--as neighborhoods decline, so do specific neighborhood 

values.  Similarly, as a neighborhood improves, so can individual property values. 

Specifically, the Continuum Proposal includes an additional capital investment of $280,000 for an 

enhanced outdoor plaza and pedestrian spaces.  These attributes are expected to produce a more 

productive work and shopping environment, while at the same time, help protect the large public and 

private investment in the mixed use project.   

GP indicated that if the plans are implemented as shown, the enhanced improvements and “planned” 

development could generate an additional 5% to 10% increase in value to the LPS District Office land 

value.  If the Entire Tract’s appraised Market Value is $6,280,000 and the unimproved land offer of the 

Continuum Proposal is $2,320,000, then the remaining value of $3,960,000 could be allocated as the 

unimproved land value for the LPS District Office Tract.  Taking the mid-range of 5% to 10%, would 

mean that the “sense of place” and quality physical environment might increase the value of LPS’s 

District Office Tract by $297,000. 

Real Estate Commission Savings 

While the Request for Proposal process most likely reduced the sale value, the process may have 

produced a savings to LPS.  Assuming LPS closes with Continuum, the sale will occur without LPS 

listing the property with a real estate broker and paying a 4% to 6% real estate commission.   

Based upon Continuum’s unimproved land value of $2,320,000 and a hypothetical 5% commission, the 

savings would be $116,000.  

 

5. Total Value (current and future value) 

Based upon the above multi-part analysis, the total consideration that LPS is modeled to receive from a 

hypothetical developer would be $3,184,469. 
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Under the draft legal documents, Continuum will be paying a very similar amount of $3,180,000.  

Therefore, the Continuum Proposal is definitely in line and fair based upon the above analysis.   

The total value to LPS becomes even more attractive when one estimates LPS’s indirect and future 

benefits from the Continuum Proposal: 

 $74,840 of savings for LPS’s general site work and parking improvements based upon projected 

efficiencies and economy of scale from the mixed-use project; 

 $297,000 of projected increased value in LPS’s District Office Tract due to Continuum’s site 

enhancements and quality “sense of place” design; 

 $116,000 potential real estate commission savings by not using the traditional market sales 

approach; and 

 $300,000 (3 months) to $2,400,000 (24 months) of potential rent savings by having the 

Continuum commitment in hand.  In turn, this enables LPS to confidently start construction of its 

new District Office building this spring and complete the building prior to the expiration of its 

$100,000 a month insurance proceeds for temporary relocation. 

Based upon a total value analysis, LPS appears to be receiving at or near maximum value based on the 

parameters of the sale involved.   

 

6. Key Real Estate Professionals & Media Concerns 

The Lincoln Journal Star published a news story on February 12 with the headlines, “Developers say 

LPS may be selling 59
th

 and O street site for too little.”  Four days later, the newspaper had an editorial, 

titled “Get tough on LPS land deal.”  A local radio show has broadcast similar concerns that LPS is 

leaving money on the table.  A selection of local developers has provided the media with several 

“buildable square foot” sales comparisons from other O Street corridor locations to determine whether 

LPS may be selling to Continuum for “too little.”   

Buildable Square Foot Value vs. Land Square Foot Value 

“Buildable square foot” value measures the total land’s sales price utilizing just that portion of land on 

which the buildings would sit.  The formula excludes the land required for the building’s parking, open 

space, yard and stormwater storage needs.  A more commonly used measurement for land value is “land 

square foot”, which measures the total land’s sale price utilizing all the land, including building, 

parking and open space areas. 

“Buildable square foot” value is useful in measuring comparable sales within the same or similar land 

use categories.  “Buildable square foot” values become less meaningful when measuring sales between 

significantly different land use classifications.   

For example, when comparing two restaurant locations the “buildable square foot” value is useful 

because the two restaurants will have similar building, parking and open space features.  However, 

comparing “buildable square foot” values for a restaurant and a small retail shop, is more problematic.  

A restaurant will generally have a higher customer demand and turnover rate than the same size small 
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shop retail building.  Consequently, the restaurant will require more parking stalls than small retail 

shops, even though their buildings are the same size.   

Some of the different land use features are reflected in the Lincoln Municipal Code.  The City’s zoning 

laws require three times more parking stalls per 1,000 square feet of building space for a restaurant than 

a retail shop.  The extra parking stalls for the same size restaurant building mean a restaurant requires a 

larger lot area and thus, a buyer will have to purchase more land compared to a similar size small retail 

building. 

This result produces different efficiency patterns or “building to land coverage” percentages.  “Building 

to land coverage” measures the total land area compared to just the land on which the buildings would 

sit.  A higher “building to land coverage” percentage generally means a more efficient development 

when it comes to needing less land resources and costing less for government services and 

infrastructure. 

From the seller perspective, the restaurant, small retail shops and other permitted land uses are all 

potential and competitive buyers for the seller’s tract that is for sale.  Therefore, the analysis needs to be 

reworded when the size of the lot for sale is defined--for the same size lot and sales price, how much 

more small retail store building square feet can a buyer developer achieve compared to a restaurant?  

Both land uses would have the same calculated “land square foot” value from the seller’s and buyer’s 

perspective.  However, the buyer developer could construct more small retail store space than a 

restaurant, so the small retail store space sale would generate a lower “buildable square foot” value than 

the restaurant sale.   

When a seller is faced with two identical purchase price offers, one from the restaurant and one from a 

small retail shop, the “land square foot values” are identical.  However, the small retail store offer would 

have a lower “buildable square foot” value.  In the event the seller selects the small retail store’s offer at 

the same purchase price, the seller is not “selling…for too little.” 

Advantage of Shared Parking in a Mixed-Use Project  

Compared to stand-alone sites, mixed-use projects have the extra potential of allowing shared parking.  

For example, a grocery store or restaurant can share parking with an office building in a mixed-use 

project.  A grocery store or restaurant parking demand peaks in the evening and on weekends, while 

office parking demand peaks mid-day.  According to the New Science of Parking, dated August 4, 2009, 

this efficiency in sharing between multiple users and destinations typically allows 10-30% less parking 

compared with separate free standing sites that cannot share parking.  In other words, a free standing site 

will need more parking and equivalent open space mass than a mixed-use site.  The more efficient 

mixed-use site with shared parking has less parking and open space needs, making more land available 

for buildings.  This land savings can translate into lower “buildable square footage” value.   

Conversely, the same size seller’s property could be bought and developed into stand-alone sites instead 

of a mixed-use, shared parking project.  The stand-alone development pattern will contain less building, 

more parking and open space and have a higher “buildable square foot” value—but it does not generate 

a higher overall purchase price.  The purchase price of both offers would be the same and the offer’s 

“land square footage” values would be identical. 
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Media Selected Comparable Sales 

As noted, “buildable square foot” value is more meaningful when comparing sales of the same or similar 

land uses that would have similar parking needs and building to land coverage ratios.  The “buildable 

square foot” value becomes more of an “apples to oranges” comparison when comparing two 

significantly different land uses that have materially different parking requirements, parking peaks and 

different ability to share parking.  The table below lists the media’s reported comparison sales and 

highlights in green the sales “buildable square footage” values. 

 

The CVS and Walgreens sales are much higher than the other comparable land use sales used by the 

media.  Even when comparing the two pharmacies’ sales based upon “buildable square footage,” the 

resulting range suggests there are some unique market forces in play.  GP has confirmed that CVS has 

unique motivation to be near Walgreens’ locations (48
th

 & O, 70
th

 & O, South 48
th

 & Van Dorn, 16
th

 & 

South Street) and this close proximity requirement appears to overshadow land market values at times.  

The CVS sales are more of an indication of an investment value approach (see the Appendix) to CVS 

who is very motivated to be on or near arterial corners in proximity to Walgreens.   In addition, GP 

believes the CVS parcel at 70
th

 & O Street has approximately 22,000 square feet of excess land east of 

Lone Star Steakhouse and the sale included the acquisition of the former BP gas station/carwash and the 

former Neighborhoods Bar which were later demolished.   

When you compare the “land square foot” value of the two remaining comparable sales (Vitamin 

Cottage and Hy-Vee) to the Continuum Proposal, the Continuum Proposal of $23.55 a square foot is 
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higher than Vitamin Cottage ($21.69 a square foot), and is only 56¢ lower than Hy-Vee’s land square 

foot value. 

The majority of the Continuum Site involves a grocery store.  Therefore, it is noteworthy to compare the 

Continuum Site to the Hy-Vee grocery sale.  Hy-Vee has a higher “buildable square foot” value than 

Continuum’s Proposal ($99 with TIF vs. $65 without TIF).  The chart above also shows that Hy-Vee site 

has a much lower “building to land coverage” ratio (24% vs. 36%) and was on the market for sale for a 

much longer period of time (over 36 months vs. 1 month).  Hy-Vee’s higher “buildable square foot” 

value and lower “building to land coverage” ratio could be explained by Hy-Vee requiring a higher 

parking ratio in its free-standing parking lot versus Continuum’s ability to have shared parking in a 

mixed-use project with LPS.   

As we have seen, using “buildable square foot” values are beneficial when comparing sales of similar 

land uses.  When the media only reports “buildable square foot” values and includes sales comparisons 

that involve (i) different land uses with different parking requirements, or (ii) free standing parking 

versus a mixed-use project that shares parking, there is potential for confusion.  The media should at 

least be reporting the “land square foot” values when comparing sales of significantly different land uses 

or when there are sales involving both free-standing parking and mixed-use shared parking.  That may 

explain why GP’s appraisal used the “land square foot” values and did not report the “buildable square 

foot” values.  Similarly, this analysis believes that “land square foot” values generate a better “apples to 

apples” comparison of the seven proposals submitted to LPS, as well as other comparable sales along 

the O Street corridor that involve materially different land uses and parking peaks and demands. 

Realty Trust Group’s Concerns 

In an email to LPS officials on January 21, 2012, Michael Marsh, CEO, for Realty Trust Group raised 

similar concerns that LPS was selling its land for a half of a million to a million dollars too low.  These 

concerns, as well as other issues, were raised in a follow up letter from Robert A. Weigel, President and 

General Counsel, for Realty Trust Group.   

Realty Trust Group is a successful Lincoln and national developer with unique knowledge and 

experience.  The company has developed many sites along the O Street Corridor area.  Recently, Realty 

Trust Company acquired and assembled approximately 10 acres of land on the northeast corner of N. 

52
nd

 and O Street.  In turn, Realty Trust resubdivided its acquisition into four parcels as shown below. 
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It is worth noting that the potential LPS sale to Continuum as shown above would generate a higher 

“land square foot” value than any of the three Realty Trust parcels with available “land square foot” 

figures.  The Realty Trust comparable parcel size and location, combined with their low “building to 

land coverage” are distinguishable from the Continuum Tract, and therefore may not be the best 

comparable to use to determine the “value” of the Continuum Tract. 

On January 21, 2012 and February 29, 2012, LPS received two unsolicited offer proposals for 

approximately three acres of the corner of O Street and Lyncrest Drive from MJM Development & 

Management, Inc., whose incorporators include Michael Marsh and Kimberly Marsh. The offers 

outlined a purchase for a grocery-anchored center.  The higher offer was for approximately $22.96 per 

square foot, which is less than Continuum Partners’ proposal of $23.55 per square foot. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Given LPS’s multitude of goals, including minimization of out of pocket rental payments after the 

insurance proceeds expire, it does not appear LPS “left money on the table” by working under the 

Request for Proposal framework and selecting the Continuum Proposal. Instead, LPS officials are good 

stewards of the public property at 59
th

 & O Street—and in return, LPS and the community are receiving 

the benefits of a quality mixed use project.  
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Appendix 

Buyer Motivation:  Investment Value Method 

This analysis studied the factors that impacted LPS’s motivation as seller to achieve maximum Market 

Value purchase price.  Are there buyer’s motivation issues that could cause a developer investor to pay 

less than other types of buyers? 

Investment Value Method 

As real estate buyers, developers generally value land based upon its Investment Value and not Market 

Value.  Investment Value is often used when an investor is purchasing a specific property with an 

identified rate of return and other defined investment criteria and risk tolerance.  While Market Value 

takes into account the overall market, Investment Value considers purchasing a specific property with an 

identified set of criteria—timing, multiple parcels, rate of return, preleasing conditions, cash flow, 

financing terms, and risk tolerance.  Investment Value can equal or be higher or lower than Market 

Value—the variance depends upon different investors’ criteria and the specific property in question.   

For example, when a developer is investing in real estate, the developer investor tends to place a higher 

value on cash flow generated in strong markets with spaces already leased with high credit worthy 

tenants for long lease terms—minimizing the chances for rental rate drops, vacancy, tenants unable to 

pay their rent, or having a short term lease and then having to go through the time and expense to re-

lease properties. 

NAI FMA Realty recently issued its Lincoln Market Report for the First Half of 2011.  The retail 

overview states that Lincoln is recovering from the last several years of higher vacancy rates and lower 

asking rental rates.  But the report cautions, “Tenants continue to search for quality space at lower rates 

and are cautious before entering into long term deals. The deal cycle is still long and challenging.” 

As a developer investor, Continuum Partners hopes to have the grocery store under lease prior to 

acquiring the Continuum Tract.  However, LPS’s accelerated closing timeframe to minimize paying 

additional temporary rent payments will mean that Continuum Partners will likely not have signed leases 

for all or some of the three or four rentable units comprising the 12,000 square foot retail building.  This 

timing “risk” generally means that a developer investor often has to pay certain holding costs without 

receiving off-setting rent income.  A developer investor usually pays less for land than a buyer who is 

acquiring the site as the end consumer who does not have the same risks or holding costs.   The 

developer’s holding costs and risk factors generally mean that a developer investor will “discount” the 

cash flow generated from the property to reflect these risks and holding costs, which in turn, reduces the 

buying price a developer investor, such as Continuum Partners, is willing to pay. 

It is interesting to note that LPS’s very compressed marketing period resulted in seven potential buyers 

(three post-fire responders and four RFP responders).  Six of the seven responders appear to be 

developers and only one was an end user.  Again, developer’s incentive to rely on the Investment Value 

method will generally lead to lower land purchase prices than end users.  End users are generally ready 

to build and operate a business on building completion.  This accelerated timeframe allows them to often 

pay the higher Market Value.  Stated differently, if LPS could remove its $100,000 a month rental issue 
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and take time to market the property for a traditional time period (3-24 months), LPS would have had a 

higher chance of attracting an end user investor who would likely pay a higher price than a developer 

investor. 
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Royce Enterprises Incorporated—Intent to Purchase 
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Access Commercial, LLC 
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MJM Development & Management Inc. 

 

 
 

 

 


